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As a further link to bind Russia and Rumania together
the Tsar invited the Crown Prince with his wife and son,
Prince Carol, to visit Russia. They started on March 27,
1914, and stayed three weeks. One of the objects in view
was believed to be the possibility of arranging a marriage
between Prince Carol and one of the Tsar's daughters. Such
a marriage would obviously strengthen the increasingly
close relations between Bucharest and St. Petersburg, and
help swing Rumania away from the Triple Alliance into the
current of Sazonov's active Balkan policy. Prince Carol,
who would ultimately be the ruler of Rumania, had none
of King Carol's sympathies for Germany and the Hohen-
zollerns. He had been educated under the influence of
M. Jorga, one of Rumania's strongest nationalist and anti-
Austrian leaders.227 The visit met with such success that
in May, Sazonov told the French and English Ambassadors,
that, though no marriage was definitely settled, the Tsar's
second daughter had declared herself ready for the match.228
On June 14, 1914, the Tsar and Tsarina, accompanied
by M. Sazonov, returned the visit of the Rumanian Princes.
As they stepped ashore from the imperial yacht at Con-
stanza, the sun broke through the clouds after days of heavy
rain and added its warmth and brightness to the welcome
of the cheering Rumanian populace. King Carol, wearing
the uniform of a Russian field marshal, was photographed
with his imperial guests, and an enterprising Rumanian
Press saw to it that even the most remote villages of Tran-
sylvania had full news of the Tsar's visit, with all sorts of
exaggerated hopes as to the cooperation of Russia with
Rumania. M. Sazonov and M. Bratianu even went on a
Austria than the preceding Ministry, and that Serbia is absolutely sure of
Rumania."
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